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A2M USA Introduces Maxi Flair Dresses, Seamlessly Combining Style and
Comfort

Maxi Flair Dresses By A2M USA™ update the traditional maxi dress with a racer back and
contrast striping.

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) November 12, 2013 -- In the A2M USA™, Maxi Flair Dresses neutral gray is
juxtaposed with black, blue and magenta. Updating the traditional maxi dress, these comfortable and stylish
dresses feature a scoop neck and tank top style top with a racer back designed to showcase the shoulders.

All of the Maxi Flair Dresses by A2M USA feature a neutral heather grey, offset by bold blue, magenta or
black ensuring a look that stands out as opposed to one that is overlooked. Ankle length, and stretchy, these
Maxi Flair Dresses are made of a lightweight, breathable, and most importantly, comfortable polyester.

Maxi Flair Dresses from A2M USA are available in sizes from XS-L, and are designed to flatter most shapes.
Pair them with a denim jacket and wedges for an evening out, or with flip-flops and a beach hat for a casual
afternoon. Like all clothing from A2M USA, the Maxi Flair Dress is exclusively made in San Francisco, Los
Angeles and New York, USA. Free shipping is offered on all exchanges in the United States.

A2M USA was founded by an African-born European entrepreneur who started an American-inspired casual
fashion line in Europe which caused a sensation among European youth. His dream was to conquer America,
and he relocated here in 2012. With the launch of A2MUSA.com his dream has come one step closer to reality.

http://www.prweb.com
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Contact Information
Ted Myers
TRIXMEDIA Inc.
http://www.trixmedia.com
800-717-8271

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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